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Abstract—Hybrid SDN is an important direction for the
evolution of SDN. It is one of the challenges to be addressed for
hybrid SDN to open the legacy router and enable the routing
view as a software defined routing service. In this paper,
OpenRouteFlow is presented, which opens legacy routing
protocols and flow sampling information as a routing view
service for network applications by software update.
OpenRouteFlow tries to realize the decoupling of network
visualization and network control. It provides path-oriented and
traffic-oriented subscription and publication services for
different scenarios of network control. In a hybrid network
consisted of OpenFlow switches and legacy routers,
OpenRouteFlow is able to map OpenFlow control rules into ACL
or RIB in order to support flexible software defined capacities in
legacy routers.
Keywords—legacy router; hybrid SDN; OpenFlow; routing
service

I. INTRODUCTION
In the enterprise network, access switches form the access
networks, the access networks after being connected with
three-layer switches or routers form the bearer network and the
bearer network and access network jointly form the wide area
network. In the access network, the two-layer switching is
adopted to realize the host interconnection. OpenFlow switch is
adopted to replace the existing legacy two-layer switch, which
is easy from the view of the migration cost and maintenance
work[1]. In addition, after use of OpenFlow switch for
networking, the centralized control mode can be used for
forwarding control of switch in the access network to realize
the network control of filtration, load balancing and fine grit.
However, in the bearer network consisted of three-layer switch
or router, the use of OpenFlow can change the operation
mechanism of current network routing protocol, leading to the
reconfiguration of networking structure and increase of
management cost and bringing unstable risk to the current
network services. Therefore, under the conditions of
maintaining the stability of the existing network service and
reducing the upgrading and maintenance cost, it is an important
direction for SDN network evolution to realize the coexistence
of legacy routing control plane and SDN control plane by the
routing protocol of OpenRouter. The hybrid SDN in which the
OpenFlow control and legacy routing control planes coexist
has the following advantages: firstly, the hybrid SDN network

supporting SDN and legacy routing protocol improves the
flexibility of the route compared with the pure IGP network[2];
secondly, it has the ability of deploying the advanced network
(such as anti-spoofing and traffic engineering)[3]; thirdly, it
combines the flexibility of SDN and the expansibility and
robustness of IGP[4]; fourth, it can realize the smooth
migration with pure SDN deployment[5].
However, to get the advantages of hybrid SDN, we need to
solve some challenges: Firstly, lack of unified routing view and
control protocol. In OpenFlow 1.3 [6], hybrid OpenFlow is
presented and suggested to adopt ship in the night, which
separates the OpenFlow flow and legacy network flow by
VLAN or a port. However, there is still distributed routing
protocol in the router and the goal of building the routercentered hybrid SDN is to how to realize the coordinated
interaction between robust routing control plane and SDN
control plane. Secondly, considering the deployment cost, the
network operator is not likely to exchange the existing router
hardware to support SDN. How to provide software-based
network control ability by exposing the route information and
supporting OpenFlow protocol based on the low cost of
software upgrading is a feasible way of OpenRouter. Thirdly,
the network status information of all flows cannot be
transmitted due to the transmission bandwidth limit of the
control channel of an existing router. At the same time, all the
flows cannot be cached in a router due to TCAM hardware
capacity [7]. How to get a balance between network
visualization and network control ability is an important
problem to be considered in the practical application of hybrid
SDN.
In this paper, OpenRouteFlow is presented, which does not
only maintain the legacy distributed routing networking mode,
but also opens the routing information and flow information in
the router to form the associated view of route and flow view in
order to realize the decoupling of network visualization and
network control. The architecture of OpenRouteFlow is
designed in Section Ⅱ. Section Ⅲ depicts how to expose route
status in a legacy router. The design of OpenRouteFlow
controller and the calculation of route view are presented in
Section Ⅳ.
II. OPENROUTEFLOW ARCHITECTURE
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Figure 1. OpenRouteFlow architecture

The design principle of OpenRouteFlow is to open the
route information and flow information in a legacy router with
the distributed routing protocols in order to form the associated
view of route and flow. OpenRouteFlow can realize the
decoupling of network visualization and network control.
Based on the view, network control applications running upon
an outside server can acquire the operation information of the
legacy routing network through flow subscription service. At
the same time, with maintaining the existing router hardware,
OpenRouteFlow provides specific forwarding control abilities
by mapping OpenFlow instructions into the existing hardware
in a router.
OpenRouteFlow architecture has two layers as shown in
Fig. 1. One is the OpenRouter in the data plane, which exposes
the route status and flow information by communicating the
route information of distributed routing protocols with
OpenRouteFlow agent. Meanwhile, the OpenRouter receives
control instructions and maps them into the existing hardware.
The other is the OpenRouteFlow controller (ORFC), which
calculates the associated view of route and flow and provides
application-oriented flow subscription service and forwarding
control service.
III. OPENING OF A LEGACY ROUTER
A legacy router or three-layer switch embedded in
OpenRouteFlow, named OpenRouter, is divided into the data
plane and the control plane, as shown in Fig. 2. The data plane
is mainly consisted of a series of packets receiving and
processing hardware, which is divided into flow sampling
hardware, access control hardware and packets forwarding
hardware. After entering the router, the packets can be
retransmitted to the next-hop router or destination host by a
series of hardware. The control plane mainly contains all kinds
of routing protocol module, routing table management module,
flow sampling agent module and management agent module
etc. OpenRouteFlow adds a series of network status table and
message buffering in the control plane, establishes connection
with the external controller through an OpenRouteFlow agent
module and transmits the route status and flow information

Figure 2. OpenRouter architecture

through standardized OpenRouteFlow protocol to realize the
network visualization. At the same time, it receives external
control rules and then transmits them to the router for packets
forwarding.
A. Synchronization of Network Status Initialization
The storage of route status information is realized by three
tables: ORE-INTERFACE table, mainly storing the router
interface information, ORF-INTERFACE-ADDRESS table,
mainly storing the router interface address, and ORF-interfaceFIB table, mainly storing the routing table. When the router is
started, the three tables and the routing table management
module in the router begin to synchronize the routing change
information. When the interface status, interface address or
routing rule is changed, the routing table management module
will write the status into the three tables. Before a ORFC
establishes connection with OpenRouter, OpenRouteFlow
Agent module may have communicated with RTM module for
a period of time and the ORF-INTERFACE table, ORFINTERFACE-ADDRESS table and ORF-INTERFACE-FIB
table in the OpenRouteFlow Agent module may have had some
routing, interface and interface address information.
OpenRouteFlow module should transmit these information to
ORFC to ensure the consistency of routing view at the ORFC
terminal and in the router.
1) Connection establishment with ORFC
When a listening socket on the OpenRouteFlow module
receives the connection request of ORFC, the both parties can
establish TCP connection successfully. OpenRouteFlow
module creates a Client Socket for ORFC that has established
TCP connection with it successfully. Subsequently, the
OpenRouteFlow module communicates with ORFC terminal
through this listening socket. OpenRouteFlow module opens a
RouteStatusBuffer (default is 1300 bytes) for the Client Socket
(A TCP connection abstractly), for transmitting the route
forwarding information, interface information and interface

address information in bulk. TVL produced by the upgrading
information of the three status can be filled into a same
RouteStatusBuffer mixedly. OpenRouteFlow module opens a
SampleBuffer (default is 1300 bytes) for the Client Socket, for
transmitting the packets of sampling information in bulk.
OpenRouteFlow module establishes an ORF-ACL table for the
Client Socket, which is empty during initialization. When the
listening socket on OpenRouteFlow is disconnected with the
corresponding TCP of the Client Socket, ACL rules issued by
this TCP can only be cleared.
2) Route status information for synchronization with
ORFC
When OpenRouter first establishes connection with ORFC,
OpenRouteFlow Agent module handles ORF-INTERFACE
table, ORF-INTERFACE-ADDRESS table and ORFINTERFACE-FIB table in bulk. If the number of the entries in
the table is more than zero, the entries will be packaged into
TLV format and then transmitted to RouteStatusBuffer. When
RouteStatusBuffer is filled or the timer is overtime, these TLVs
will be transmitted to ORFC as a ROUTE_STATUS message
and RouteStatusBuffer will be cleared. It repeats until the
contents of local information tables are transmitted; in the
process, OpenRouteFlow Agent module will stop handling the
upgrading information of RTM.
B. Push Model of Status Information Release
1) Route status advertisement
OpenRouteFlow module registers the concerned event type
in the RTM module through the registration mechanism.
OpenRouteFlow module receives the routing, interface or
interface address information transmitted by RTM. In the TCP
connection established by OpenRouteFlow module and ORFC,
OpenRouteFlow module packages the information into TLV
format and then sends it to the corresponding
RouteStatusBuffer of each TCP connection. If ORFC and
OpenRouteFlow are disconnected, TLV is not transmitted.
OpenRouteFlow module stores the information at local ORFINTERFACE table, ORF-INTERFACE-ADDRESS and ORF INTERFACE-FIB table or deletes the information from the
tables according to the add or delete tag.
2) Sampling information advertisement
After receiving the sampling packets from sFlow module,
OpenRouteFlow module analyzes the field information defined
in the structural body of sampling message, including the
access and port index, source IP and destination IP of sampling
packets, partial sampling packets (optional according to the
users’ needs) packages the information into the TVL structure
of sampling information and then transmits the information to
ORFC through a ORF_SAMPLE_PACKET message.
3) Information Push associated with Timer and Buffer
As the frequent transmission of route status information and
flow information will lead to the blocking of the control
channel between router and controller, an information push
mechanism associated with the timer and buffer zone is
designed. After receiving TLV by RouteStatusBuffer, it is
required to check whether the corresponding latency timer of
RouteStatusBuffer is started; if no, it should be started. If the
sum of the used capacity of RouteStatusBuffer and size of

received TLV is more than the total capacity of
RouteStatusBuffer, TLV in RouteStatusBuffer is transmitted to
ORFC after being packaged into a ORF_ROUTE_STATUS
message and the RouteStatusBuffer is cleared; then, the
received TLV is transmitted to RouteStatusBuffer and the
RouteStatusBuffer timer is reset; otherwise, TLV is directly
pushed into the buffer zone, without transmission, and the
RouteStatusBuffer timer is also reset. After receiving the data,
RouteStatusBuffer should transmit the data within maxim n
seconds, which is determined by the user. When the time of
RouteStatusBuffer timer is up, the timer is stopped, TLV in the
RouteStatusBuffer is transmitted to ORFC after being
packaged into an ORF_ROUTE_STATUS message and
RouteStatusBuffer is cleared.
C. Subscription of Interest Flow
When all the flows statistic information are retransmitted to
the controller, it will lead to blocking of control channel and
package loss. In sFlow Agent, the interest flow can be
configured in order to reduce the message load of control
channel. For the path-oriented flow subscription, packets
sampling function of sFlow in the router of relevant path is
started to transmit the head information of packets to the path
calculation module. The path calculation module can calculate
the forwarding path information of the message according to
the routing view and transmit it to the required control
application. For the traffic-oriented flow subscription, sFlow
packets statistics function in the router of relevant path is
started to give a notification to the required control application
about the flow larger than the threshold value by monitoring
the Top-k of each flow.
D. Forwarding Control Compatible to The Existing
Hardware
In the existing router, forwarding control is realized by two
types of hardware: forwarding table and filtering table. In the
hardware realization of router, the forwarding table and
filtering table are realized mainly by TCAM. Due to the cost
and power consumption of TCAM, the forwarding table adopts
the one-dimensional TCAM to accommodate the large number
of routing rules and the filtering table adopts the multidimensional TCAM to support the flow-oriented filtering, QoS
and redirect and other advanced flow control operation. To
give full play to the advantages of the two types of forwarding
hardware, OpenRouteFlow provides OpenFlow protocol
extension-based routing control information and ACL control
information.
1) Route control
The external routing control application can transmit
routing rules to OpenRouter through OpenRouteFlow protocol
with Route_Mod messages. A Route_Mod message is
consisted of router ID (consistent with OpenFlow protocol,
adopt the MAC address of interface from router to controller),
destination address, next-hop information and router priority.
By analyzing the information, OpenRouter transmits the value
in the match field and action field of routing rule information to
RTM module and then RTM transmits the user defined rule
and current dynamic routing protocol rule to FIB table after
selection.

Figure 4. Route-flow view

application services on the routing path, which is a view that
the flow is overlapped on the route.

Figure 3. OpenRouteFlow controller architecture

2) ACL&QoS control
To be compatible to flow processing in OpenFlow protocol,
the support for Flow_Mod information is retained in
OpenRouteFlow protocol. After receiving a Flow_Mod
message, OpenRouteFlow will analyze the match field and
action field in the information according to the OpenFlow
standard. According to the different value of action field, the
match field is mapped into ACL and QoS operation of router.
For example, the multi-dimension match field analysis in
OpenFlow is mapped into the match field of ACL and the drop
operation of OpenFlow is mapped into the deny operation of
ACL.
IV. DESIGN OF OPENROUTEFLOW CONTROLLER
An OpenRouteFlow controller consists of route view
calculation, flow subscription service and network control
service, as shown in Fig. 3. The module of route view
calculation receive route status information and flow statistic
information from OpenRouter in order to generate route view.
Network application can subscribe route view by means of
path-oriented flow subscription and traffic-oriented flow
subscription with REST APIs. Meanwhile, network application
can control routing policies and flow process in OpenRouter
with network control service.
A. Calculation for Route-Flow View
In the actual network, the precondition of network control
is the accurate and timely network topography and network
state awareness. Therefore, the network view is divided into
three levels: connection view, routing view and flow view, as
shown in Fig. 4. The connection view shows the link
relationship between network devices, which is the
fundamental network view of IP network. The routing view
shows the message forwarding relationship between routers
running the routing protocol, which is a logical view. The
route-flow view, based on the routing view, shows the

1) Initial conditions
In the current routers, there are three types of basic
information for matching the destination address of message
and generating the next hop of route: interface, interface
address and routing table.
The interface can be a physical port or logical port, such as
VLAN interface.

IF r := ⎡⎣if1r ,..., if i r ,..., if nr ⎤⎦
Where, r is a router in the network. When the message is
retransmitted through router, the interface is divided into
outbound interface and inbound interface. The inbound
interface of r is defined as in _ if i r and the outbound interface
is defined as out _ if i r .
The interface address is used to find the interconnecting
path of two routers upon forwarding and addressing when an
interface is configured with IP address.

(

) (

) (

)

IF _ IPADDR r := ⎡⎣ if1r , ipaddr1r ,..., ifi r , ipaddri r ,..., if nr , ipaddrnr ⎤⎦

The routing table is the set of routing rules generated by the
active routing protocol in the router, which is used for deciding
the packets forwarding.
ROUTE _ TALBE := ⎡⎣ ROUTE1 ,..., ROUTEi ,..., ROUTEn ⎤⎦
r

r

r

r

The routing rules are consisted of prefix and next hop of IP
address.
ROUTE r := ⎡⎣( ip _ prefix1r , nexthop1r ) ,..., ( ip _ prefixnr , nexthopnr ) ⎤⎦

Where, the next hop of route nexthopir is consisted of local
outbound interface and router interface address:
nexthop r := ( out _ if i r , ipaddrjr +1 )
2) Calculating route view
When the interface, interface address and listing table are
known, the neighbor table is calculated. The neighbor table of a
router consists of the number of the router, the outbound

interface of the router, the number of the neighbor router and
the inbound interface of the neighbor router.
NBR _ TABLE r :=
⎡( r , out _ if1r , nbr , in _ if nbr ) ,..., ( r , out _ if nr , nbr , in _ if nbr ) ⎤
⎣
⎦

The neighbor table is mainly used to get the process of
inbound interface from a router to the next-hop router. For the
calculation of inbound interface, that is, inbound interface from
the last-hop router to the next-hop router, multiple interface of
a router may use the same local link address when the next-hop
address is the local link address of interface, so the next-hop
address can cannot distinguish the inbound interface.
Therefore, an indirect method can be adopted: the inbound
interface from a router to the next-hop router can be obtained
by inquiring the neighbor table of the router.
Theorem 1 When the path between directly connected
routers is asymmetric, the inbound interface from router r1 to
router r2 is consistent with the outbound interface from router
r2 to router r1.

According to Theorem 1, the establishment of neighbor
table is divided into two steps: first, in the routing table, the
number of neighbor router can be obtained from the next-hop
address of all entries and the outbound interface from the router
to the neighbor router can be obtained according to the
outbound interface data of each routing entry. Second, in the
existing incomplete neighbor table of router r (neighbor router
number nbr to the outbound interface of the neighbor out _ if r ,
lacking of the inbound interface to the neighbor router
in _ if nbr ), for each entry, the entry of neighbor router r is
found in the neighbor table of nbr router, the entry of out _ if r
is the entry of in _ if nbr while the entry of in _ if nbr is the entry
of out _ if r . The algorithm of calculating neighbor table of a
router is shown in Algorithm 1.
B. Subscription Service of Interest Flow
After formation of routing view, the external application
can realize the interest flow subscription by using the routeflow view provided by OpenRouteFlow. OpenRouteFlow
provides two kinds of interest flow subscription services: pathrelated flow subscription and flow-related flow subscription.
1) Path-oriented flow subscription
The path-oriented flow subscription service refers to the
path returning to the flow when given a flow. When a packet
enters a router from an inbound interface of router, the router
finds the next information of routing table according to the
destination address of the packet and then conduct forwarding.
The input of path-related flow subscription is (inbound
interface and destination address of the packet). The
forwarding path of the packet can be obtained by routing view
calculation:
PATH :=

src _ ipaddr → ( in _ if 1 ) nexthop1 → ( in _ if i ) nexthop i → ( in _ if n ) nexthop n

A forwarding path can be formed on each middle-hop
router through these path information and the specific
forwarding path calculation is as follows:
Step 1: in the routing table of all routers, for each routing
entry ROUTE r : if the entry type is “direct connection”, it
means that the prefix of the entry ROUTE r .ip _ prefix is the
prefix of the local sub-net; if the entry type is “indirect
connection”, inquire the number of next-hop router by the nexthop address in the entry ROUTE r .nexthop r .ipaddr (address of
an interface of the next-hop router), record the current router
number r, next-hop router number nbr and the prefix of the
entry.
Step 2: know the source router number r, next-hop router
number nbr and destination prefix ipaddrdst. Find the
corresponding router of nbr, find the entry with ipaddrdst as the
destination prefix in the routing table of the router: if the entry
type is “direct connection”, it refers to arrive at the destination;
find the complete path, add a temporary entry in the
subscription table of the current router, in which in_if means
the inbound interface from the last-hop router to the current
router (router represented by nbr) with the neighbor table; if
the entry type is “indirect connection”, add a permit temporary
entry in the filtration entry of the current router; inquire the
next router number through the next-hop address in the entry
(address of an interface of the next-hop router), record the
current router number, next-hop router number and the prefix
of the entry; then repeat step 2.
Finally, if the temporary filtration entries generated in step
2 are to be converted into formal filtration entries, the first
source router number r should be converted into the local
prefix of source router and the prefix table of local sub-net
should be used.
2) Traffic-orientied flow subscription
The route-flow view is to conduct statistics of the packets
transmitted by each flow in the router by using the sampling
function of the router. The flow statistic message is consisted
of inbound port, source IP address, destination IP address, TCP
port number and transmitted packets quantity. The next-hop
information is obtained by associating the inbound port of the
statistic packets with the inbound port of the router in the
neighbor table of routing view, the next-hop router is obtained

Figure 6. Protocols overhead of route status transmission.

Figure 5. Comparison of polling and pushing of routing status

according to the outbound interface of the next-hop
information and then the flow information of the flow of the
router is collected. By the above-mentioned recursive method,
the set of all the flows of the flow on the forwarding path can
be calculated.

B. Protocols Overhead of Route Status Transmission
To compare SNMP overhead with OpenFlow overhead,
we implement the OpenRouter prototype with Click Router.
We compares the overhead of OpenRouteFlow and SNMP
with different numbers of router. Fig. 6 depicts number of
frames sent when SNMP polling is used in the retrieval of
route table entries, as well as when OpenRouteFlow protocol is
used. While the reduction in overhead with the
OpenRouteFlow protocol is substantial. The application with
OpenRouteFlow sets up a connection with each router via TCP.
Each router will send routing table entries when routing table
changes in a router. The application with SNMP with each
router for all of routing table entries with SNMP OID request
and response. Moreover, if SNMP based application has to
decrease the intervals of polling messages, network status may
not be acknowledged as soon as possible and result in a
positive false in the calculation of route view.

V. EVALUATION
A. Evaluation of Polling and Pushing of Routing Status
The main way of the retrieval of network status information
is SNMP in a legacy network. A SNMP manager can poll
network information from the SNMP agent in a network device
periodically. Fig. 5 shows the time comparison between SNMP
and OpenRouteFlow. A network control application with
SNMP need send request messages to each network device.
n

This will spend ∑ t0 ++t , where t0 is the delay to generate a
r =1

request message for a device. +t is the delay to transmit a
request message to a device. However, OpenRouteFlow
controller is a listener for network status. Once OpenRouter
pushes network status information, the controller can calculate
network view as soon as possible.

Figure 7. CPU Utilization evaluation of OpenRouteFlow Controller.

C. OpenRouteFlow Controller CPU Utilization evaluation
The network view generation of OpenRouteFlow will
consume CPU of server. In the routing view generation
algorithm, OpenRouteFlow controller triggers push when
OpenRouter perceives the change of route status. In Fig. 7, the
view calculation method according to the changes of route
status can greatly reduce the CPU load compared with pull
model view calculation method. The bubbles with black edge
represent the CPU utilization of pulling network information
periodically. The bubbles with red edge represent that of
pushing network status information when the routing table of
an OpenRouter is changed. From the figure, OpenRouteFlow
with pushing network status information will not occupy CPU
frequently more than the way of pulling. The diameter of a
bubbles represents the difference of the CPU utilization at the
time on the retrieval of network information and at previous
slot. Because of incremental computing of OpenRouteFlow,
the changes in CPU utilization is obvious with respect to the
way of pulling.
D. Evaluation of Flow Subscription Service
We refactor an application of intra-domain source address
validation [15] based on improvement of early work [16, 17].
We develop ORFC and provide flow subscription services for
network control applications with REST APIs based on
Floodlight which is a popular OpenFlow controller in JAVA.
OpenRouteFlow is enable to provide route view and flow
subscription service so that the network control application of
the intra-domain source address validation can decouple the
calculation for filter tables with network status retrieval.
OpenRouteFlow based intra-domain source address validation
can listen the notification of routing table change from
OpenRouter. The OpenRouteFlow solution is more sensitivity
to network status than SNMP polling in a legacy router so that
OpenFlow based intra-AS source address validation can reduce
false positives of packets filtering. Fig. 7 shows filtering rules
delay cumulative probability distribution.

VI. RELATED WORKS
It is one of the important directions for the academic
research of SDN technology to support the routing operation
by OpenRouter and OpenFlow to realize hybrid SDN network.

A. Open Practice of Network Equipment
RouteFlow [8], or QuagFlow [11], runs the routing protocol
in multiple virtue machine of external computer. The virtual
machine of each route corresponds to an OpenFlow switch in
the data plane. RouteFlow controller realizes the packets
forwarding control by mapping the routing rules as the flow
rules of OpenFlow. In this paper, OpenRouteFlow, starting
from the existing router, realizes the information opening of
distributed routing protocol in the router. XORP [9] is an opensource router platform. The modular routing protocol realizes
the expandability of router software by exchanging route
information through forwarding engine abstract (FEA) and
forwarding engine. The OpenRouter design of OpenRouteFlow
and XORP are the router platform-oriented software fix. XORP
focuses on decoupling the routing protocol and forwarding
engine by forwarding engine abstract and OpenRouteFlow
focuses on shielding the routing protocol in the router and
providing a unified routing view for external control
application to realize the decoupling of network visualization
and controllability. According to the data center flow
scheduling delay demand and OpenFlow protocol overhead
analysis, DevoFlow [10] designs flow rule colony, flow thread
trigger and advertisement mechanism, realizing the discovery
and control of important flow and reducing the network
expense brought by OpenFlow protocol and centralized control
mechanism. OpenRouteFlow refers to the threshold trigger and
push idea in terms of information transmission mechanism to
reduce the flow load of control channel and expands this idea
to the sending of route status.
B. Hybrid SDN
In OpenFlow 1.3 [6], hybrid OpenFlow is presented and
suggested to adopt ship in the night, which separates the
OpenFlow flow and legacy network flow by VLAN or a port.
[12] is the general theoretical framework for the co-existence
of control plane which is presented to solve the forwarding
abnormalities. Panopticon [13] solves the deployment problem
of SDN in the enterprise network by exposing an abstract of
logical SDN, that is, solve the problem with regard to how to
deploy and maintain the network consistency of SDN switch
and legacy switch when benefited from the simplified
management and stronger flexibility of SDN. To adopt legacy
equipment and technology in OpenFlow network, LegacyFlow
[14] introduces Legacy Datapath between OpenFlow control
plane and legacy equipment to realize the configuration of flow
table.
VII. CONCLUSION

Figure 8. Filtering Rules Delay CPD.

Hybrid SDN is an important direction for the evolution of
SDN, in which it is one of the challenges to be solved for
hybrid SDN to open the router and regard the routing view as a
service in order to realize the software defined route. In this
paper, OpenRouteFlow is presented, which does not maintain

the legacy distributed routing networking mode, but also
release the routing information and flow information in the
router to form the associated view of route and flow and realize
the decoupling of network visualization and network control.
OpenRouteFlow system is consisted of OpenRouter and
OpenRouteFlow controller. The OpenRouter, on the basis of
maintaining the hardware structure of router, embeds the
OpenRouteFlow agent into the legacy router software platform
by software upgrading to realize the dynamic push of routing
change status and flow statistic information and be compatible
to the OpenFlow control instruction. OpenRouteFlow
controller can calculate the routing view according to the
dynamic routing changes and provide path-oriented and floworiented flow subscription service for external applications.
The contributions of OpenRouteFlow are as follows:
Firstly, the design of OpenRouteFlow integrates the centralized
control in SDN with legacy distributed routing protocols,
which improves the visualization and flexibility of legacy
routing plane; Secondly, OpenRouteFlow provides a global
routing view and flow view for the deployment of advanced
network control functions; Thirdly, the implementation of
OpenRouteFlow just needs software upgrading without
hardware modification, which reduces the investment cost for
SDN deployment; Fourthly, OpenRouteFlow protocol is
compatible to OpenFlow protocol, which can realize the
smooth migration to pure SDN deployment.
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